In operation the fundamentals of a technique of numerical research of finite strains of the isotropic hyperelastic bodies, oriented on application FEM are stated. The first section is devoted kinematics of finite strains in the Lagrangian frame, tensors and measures of the strain, defining are entered speeds, various tensors of stress are reduced. In the second section physical parities of the hyperelastic isotropic environment are formulated, using the thermodynamics equations. In the third section it is reduced resolving the equation in a current configuration and the parities defining speed of change of a stress tensor of Cauchy-Euler as linear function from a tensor of a spatial gradient of speed are output.
Introduction
Modeling stress-strain conditions of difficult technical products from the elastic materials supposing considerable deformations, it is possible only with application of modern computing technologies on the basis of FEM. Variants of statement of a problem and possible algorithms of the decision are presented in works [1] [2] [3] . They are based on fundamental results of nonlinear mechanics of the elastic environments stated in known monographies and manuals. As a rule, the Lagrange description of kinematics of environment and three-dimensional statement is used. As Lagrange coordinates in [2] [3] are used Cartesian coordinates of material points in an initial configuration. In this case structural parities have the elementary appearance. However at finite element digitization for each finite element (FE) the local curvilinear system of coordinates as each material point of environment is unequivocally identified by values of these local coordinates and number FE is entered. Therefore it is represented expedient to formulate a problem in these coordinates, generally curvilinear and not orthogonal.
In the present work statement of a problem of numerical modeling of finite deformations of hyperelastic environments focused on application FEM and isoparametric approximation is given. In particular in the first section the basic parities of kinematics of finite deformations with representation of tensors in various bases are resulted. The second section is devoted construction of defining parities for hyperelastic isotropic environments with use spatial tensors. In the third section it is resulted linearize the equation on a step loading, and expressions for speed stress tensor as linearly depending from spatial gradient tensor of speed are under construction.
Kinematics of finite deformations
Deformation process we will consider in some inertial system of readout into which we will enter Cartesian system of coordinates with orts 1 2 3 , , e e e r r r .
Let in an initial configuration radius -the vector of a material point looks like ( )
, , , Let's define -Basic vectors
By analogy in an actual condition we will enter -Radius -a vector of a material point ( )
, , , Further at the deformation description we will use -Measure of deformation Cauchy -Green
The parity connecting tensors deformations Cauchy -Green and Almansi is fair
Now we will consider tensors, currents of environment used for the description. Basic tensors here are -A spatial gradient tensor of speed
-Deformation tensor of speed
Let's enter into consideration material derivative (a full derivative on time) deformation tensor Cauchy -Green
Thus, speed of change deformation tensor Cauchy -Green (6) and deformation tensor of speed (5) 
Whether expression in the right part (9) name a derivative (Lie Rate) for which, taking into account (7), expression is fair 
Physical model of a hyperelastic body
For construction of defining parities we will take advantage of the second equation of thermodynamics for isothermal deformation of the elastic isotropic environment in a kind ( ) ( ) 0. 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .
Let's substitute (14) in (13) and further in the equation (11) and we will receive
Let's transform the equation (15) to the form
As deformation tensor of speed ( ) d and speed tensor of rotation ( ) ω are absolutely independent tensors from (16) two equations follow
Taking into account (18) defining parities (17) it is possible to write down or in a kind
Both expressions are equivalent. For the isotropic material expression (12) becomes simpler before the scalar function depending on the main invariants.
( ) Thus, the presented parities allow calculating components stress tensor in various bases at the known initial and deformed configurations.
Numerical example
As a basic ratio the variation equation of the principle of virtual speeds in the current configuration which for problems of a statics can be written down in a look is accepted We consider the problem of bending test beam into the ring. Consider first the one-dimensional case of this problem (see Fig. 1a ). Then, using the above relations, we turn to the three-dimensional case (see Fig.  1b ). Consider radius -vector of initial configuration For the deformed configuration (see Fig. 1c 
Then Almansi tensor will have the form [ ] 2 2 11 11 11 
To take into account the geometry of the shell In the case where the applied load is split into 1000 steps of loading, error numerical solutions less than 1 %. Error could occur due to the finite-element approximation of the study area.
The conclusion
The received parities represent a theoretical basic algorithm of research of finite deformations of non-linear elastic bodies. It is necessary to add only concrete physical model in the form of expression function free energy, fair for a corresponding material. Some recommendations about their choice are given in works [4] [5] [6] [7] .
